Sparkle Powers Daikin’s European Digital Connections

Sparkle to connect Daikin Applied Europe sites and offices in Italy and Germany to enhance intercompany communications

Rome, 12 February 2019

Sparkle, the first international service provider in Italy and among the top ten global operators, has been chosen by Daikin Applied Europe for the provision of private Internet connectivity and voice solutions to its German and Italian branches.

Daikin Applied Europe is a multinational company manufacturing and supplying components for hydronic HVAC systems (chillers, air handling units and system management solutions) with premium quality, reliability and efficiency. Daikin Applied Europe leads the development, manufacturing and sale of its products and services in Europe, Middle East and Africa.

Under the terms of the agreement, Sparkle will interconnect Daikin offices and industrial sites in Italy and in Germany with redundant virtual private IP-VPN networks, providing also VoIP (Voice over IP) services and internet access to enable international communication between the different locations.

The agreement with Daikin confirms Sparkle as a reference partner for multinational enterprises. Thanks to its proprietary global network and wide range of connectivity and ICT services, Sparkle offers to corporates top performing and cost efficient solutions to connect their international sites and effectively manage communications both within their internal premises and with their external ecosystems.

About Daikin Applied Europe

Daikin Applied Europe is a multinational company manufacturing and supplying components for hydronic HVAC systems (chillers, air handling units and system management solutions) with premium quality, reliability and efficiency. Daikin Applied Europe leads the development, manufacturing and sale of its products and services in Europe, Middle East and Africa, employing more than 650 people within its headquarter, branches and manufacturing sites. Daikin Applied Europe is part of Daikin Industries, Ltd, the largest HVAC manufacturer with more than 67,000 employees. It is worldwide present with more than 80 production sites and customers in over 150 countries.

About Sparkle

Sparkle is TIM Group’s fully owned Global Operator, first international service provider in Italy and among the top ten worldwide, with a proprietary backbone of around 530,000 km of fiber spanning from Europe to Africa, the Americas and Asia. Leveraging its global IP, Data, Cloud, Data Center, Mobile Data and Voice Platforms, Sparkle offers a full range of ICT solutions to Internet Service Providers, OTTs, Media and Content Players, Application Service Providers, Fixed and Mobile operators as well as Multinational Enterprises. Its sales force is active worldwide and distributed over 33 countries.

Find out more about Sparkle at tisparkle.com
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